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On 20 and 21 October 2021, the Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg's company contact fair celebrated its 19th
anniversary as a hybrid career event. Numerous students and alumni took advantage of the opportunity to talk to

more than 70 companies and start-ups from the region as well as all over Germany and find out about topics such as
starting a career. Numerous online lectures, the creation of application photos, networking in the start-up lounge or at
the trade fair stands - these and even more highlights were to be discovered by the participants this year.

After the company contact fair was offered as a digital event last year, the companies and the participants were
particularly pleased to exchange information directly on site about professional entry opportunities and career
opportunities in various sectors such as mechanical engineering, information technology or human resources
management.

Whether internship, thesis or career entry - the company contact fair had the right offer for everyone. Using the
jobteaser platform, students and alumni can choose from hundreds of offers to find the one that suits their skills.

We have compiled a few impressions of the two days of the fair below.
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